
Language Secrets of Confident Communicators
Discovering The Voice of a Leader

Finding Your Voice & Your Story That Connects
 

Navigating Internal Communication and Customer Experience (NICCE)
Presenting with Confidence, Clarity & Credibility (3C)

How To Impact, Influence & Inspire In A Virtual Environment

Robert Kennedy III is the president of Kennetik Kommunications, a minority
owned training firm. He has been called a dynamic leadership communicator.

But, at his core, he is a teacher and trainer. When he speaks, he challenges
employees, executives and business leaders alike to take accountability for

their current setting and then to create a bigger future for themselves.
 

His energetic presentations are infused with humor and keep his audiences
engaged as he invites them to SPEAK UP, SPEAK OUT & LEAD WELL!

 
Robert pulls from almost 2 decades as an educator, radio and media

announcer, entrepreneur and workshop facilitator to tap into his audiences’
needs. His clients include government orgs like Social Security Administration
and US Coast Guard; large non-profits like AARP and NeighborWorks America;

companies like Comscore, Barnes & Noble, Panda Restaurant Group and
numerous associations.

 
He has a mission to equip 1 million leaders with the ability to IMPACT,

INFLUENCE and INSPIRE through communication and storytelling.Robert blew the roof off our
leadership conference. He set
the tone of enthusiasm that

lasted the entire day. He mingled
with our leaders and had great
reviews from attendees. Highly

recommended!
Dr. Theresa Horne, NLRB

linkedin.com/in/robertkennedy3

instagram.com/robertkennedy3

twitter.com/robertkennedy3

facebook.com/robertkennedyiii

RobertKennedy III
SPEAKER  |  WORKSHOP PRESENTER  |  COACH

WWW.ROBERTKENNEDY3.COM

Bio

Popular Speaking Topics

Requested Workshop/Training Topics

Book Robert:
speaking@robertkennedy3.com

410-575-3657

youtube.com/robertkennedy3

‘Wow! Robert’s session was so good. It

was fun, energetic, LOUD! We don’t get to

be ourselves like this that often. Some of

our leaders who are normally

reserved...they were all in. No question.

We are definitely bringing him back.’

Tayna Frett, Neighborworks America

'We invited Robert to be our Keynote

Presenter for our Career Enrichment

Workshop. All we can say is.... WOW!

The participants are still emailing us

about how phenomenal Robert's

presentation was. Thanks a million RK3!'

Reginald Gant, SSA

RK3 International/Kennetik Kommunications is a minority owned firm based in Maryland, USA

Leadership
Communication Expert


